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The Elusive State 1989-10
in the elusive state the idea of the state serves as an umbrella concept as a way of focusing
otherwise disparate subject matters the literature on comparative and international politics are
as far apart as ever despite the purported breakdown of the traditional dividing lines between
domestic and international politics a view which some of the papers in this volume explicitly
reject some of the topics included for discussion are the contradictory ways in which the state
is viewed omnicompetent or impotent states most likely to develop the institutions and political
culture of police states and the historical perspective of sovereignty

International Law of Development 1987
the dynamics of international business offers a comparative chronological overview of the
strategic and structural evolution of international firms organized around eras of global
economic development the text synthesizes research on the internationalization of firms
highlighting crucial turning points in the evolution of the international economy a particular
emphasis is placed on the relationship between historical evidence and the theoretical
frameworks available for its interpretation each period is illustrated by a selection of short case
studies from a variety of industry sectors including the levant company nestlé singer saint
gobain and nec an essential textbook for courses in business and economic history this book
will also be a valuable resource for scholars and students of international business more
generally

Dynamics of International Business 2015-12-22
investigates the often controversial relationship between gender equality and education from
international and comparative perspectives this volume also investigates whether gender
equality in education is really being achieved in schools around the world or not

Gender, Equality and Education from International and
Comparative Perspectives 2009-04-03
in an interconnected and globally competitive environment faculty mobility across countries
has become widespread yet is little understood grounded in qualitative methodology this
volume offers a cutting edge examination of internationally mobile academics today and
explores the approaches and strategies that institutions pursue to recruit and integrate
international teachers and scholars into local universities providing a range of research based
insights from case studies in key countries this resource offers higher education scholars and
administrators a comparative perspective helping to explain the impact that international
faculty have on the local university as well as issues of retention promotion salaries and the
challenges faced by these internationally mobile academics

The International Politics of Democratization 2008
addressing the shortcomings in research on the relationship between immigrants and rural
areas this book employs an innovative approach by exploring this relationship from a cross
national comparative global perspective drawing lessons from case studies across a range of
geographical and political contexts including canada and the usa

International Faculty in Higher Education 2016-11-25
widely regarded as the most comprehensive comparative foreign policy text foreign policy in
comparative perspective has been completely updated in this much anticipated second edition
exploring the foreign policies of thirteen nations both major and emerging players and
representing all regions of the world chapter authors link the study of international relations to



domestic politics while treating each nation according to individual histories and contemporary
dilemmas the book s accessible theoretical framework is designed to enable comparative
analysis helping students discern patterns to understand why a state acts as it does in foreign
affairs

Democratizing Higher Education 2015
it often seems today that no dispute is barred from resolution by arbitration even the
fundamental question of whether a dispute falls under the exclusive jurisdiction of a judicial
body may itself be arbitrable arbitrability is thus an elusive concept yet a systematic study of it
as this book shows yields innumerable guidelines and insights that are of substantial value to
arbitral practice although the book takes the form of a collection of essays it is designed as a
comprehensive commentary on practical issues that emerge from the idea of arbitrability
fifteen leading academics and practitioners from europe and the united states each explore
different facets of arbitrability always with a perspective open to international developments
and comparative evaluation of standards the presentation falls into two parts in the first the
focus is on the general features of arbitrability its rationale and the laws applicable to it in the
second arbitrability is specifically examined in the context of administrative criminal corporate
ip financial commercial and criminal law this book has its origins in an international conference
on arbitrability held at athens in september 2005 seven papers presented there are here
reviewed and updated and nine others are added the subject of the book and arbitrability and
is one that is much talked about but seldom if ever given the in depth treatment presented here
arbitrators and other practitioners in the field will welcome the way the analysis moves
logically from theory to practice regarding every issue and academics will recognize a
definitive treatment of arbitrability as understood and applied in the settlement of disputes
today

International Migration and Rural Areas 2009
through a multi country study comparative perspectives on international school leadership
examines the current global spread of educational leadership occurring rapidly and widely
exploring five international case studies of leadership policy preparation and practice under
the framework of policy borrowing and adaptation magno attempts to understand and account
for commonalities and differences across country contexts rather than assuming a particular
model or theory to leadership is best comparative perspectives on international school
leadership takes a policy oriented perspective and considers how and why certain approaches
are being formulated and accepted including an examination of motivations influencers actors
institutions and implementation processes magno ultimately argues that efforts toward
formalizing educational leadership reflect current global political objectives to improve schools
by increasing accountability transparency and professionalism this engaging book will be of
interest to scholars and students in the fields of educational leadership and comparative
education

Foreign Policy in Comparative Perspective 2012-04-25
in this work the contributors examine the public law and policy framework for shipping and
maritime trade the complex relationship between shipping and the marine environment

Arbitrability 2009-01-01
intellectual property and private international law was one of the subjects discussed at the
18th international congress of comparative law held in washington july 2010 this volume
contains the general report and 20 national reports covering canada us japan korea india and a
number of european countries austria france germany uk spain etc the general report was
prepared on the basis of national reports the national reporters not only describe the existing
legal framework but also provide answers for up to 12 hypothetical cases concerning



international jurisdiction choice of law and recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments
in multi state ip disputes based on their answers the main differences between legal systems as
well as the shortcomings of the cross border enforcement of ip rights are outlined in the
general report the reports in this volume analyse relevant court decisions as well as recent
legislative proposals such as the ali clip transparency waseda and korean principles this book is
therefore a significant contribution to the existing debate in the field and will be a valuable
source of reference in shaping future developments in the cross border enforcement of ip
rights in a global context

Comparative Perspectives on International School
Leadership 2013-02-11
this research handbook offers for the first time a comparative approach to current diversity
management concerns facing nations spanning 19 countries and across africa it covers age
gender ethnicity disability sexual orientation national origin and the intersection of various
dimensions of diversity the multicultural and multi country teams of contributors leading
scholars in their own countries examine how the various actors react adopt and manage the
different dimensions of diversity from a multitude of approaches from national to sectoral and
from tribes to trade unions but always with a comparative multi country perspective

American Education in a Global Society 2006
issues of defence politics and policy have long been at the forefront of political agendas and
defining of international affairs however the dramatic changes to the global system that have
taken place since the end of the cold war and parrticularly since the terror attacks on the usa
on 11 september 2001 have amplified the world s attention toward political and policy issues of
national regional and global security the focus of this volume is on examining the fundamental
causes of and defence policy responses to this new post 9 11 security environment edited by
isaiah ike wilson iii and james j f forest of the us military academy west point usa this volume is
international in scope with pieces written by experts in the field offering a collection of up to
date and balanced insights on key contemporary issues of concern to defence policymakers the
book will be an invaluable reference tool for academics and students researchers in
international relations policymakers media professionals and government officials

The Regulation of International Shipping: International
and Comparative Perspectives 2012-06-22
education is central to the project of individual and collective identity formation national
development and international relations and is crucial in moments of crisis what should be the
agenda of study and action for education in such times identities and education engages with
this crucial question seeking to examine and problematise our contemporary moment through
the heuristic of the concept of identity it specifically aims at creating a space for understanding
our current challenges and considering the potential of education to address them contributors
in this volume explore identity crisis and education not only in interdisciplinary inter sectional
relational and eclectic ways but also through comparative lens the book includes contributions
from leading scholars from austria cyprus germany greece portugal the uk and the usa and
covers issues and themes including fear hope refugee education and global citizenship
education

International Law in comparative perspective 1978
intellectual property and private international law was one of the subjects discussed at the
18th international congress of comparative law held in washington july 2010 this volume
contains the general report and 20 national reports covering canada us japan korea india and a
number of european countries austria france germany uk spain etc the general report was



prepared on the basis of national reports the national reporters not only describe the existing
legal framework but also provide answers to 12 hypothetical cases concerning international
jurisdiction choice of law and recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments in multi state
ip disputes based on their answers the main differences between legal systems as well as the
shortcomings of the cross border enforcement of ip rights are outlined in the general report
the reports in this volume analyze relevant court decisions as well as recent legislative
proposals such as the ali clip transparency waseda and korean principles this book is therefore
a significant contribution to the existing debate in the field and will be a valuable source of
reference in shaping future developments in the cross border enforcement of ip rights in a
global context

Intellectual Property and Private International Law
2012-06-29
this book is a comparative analysis of children of international migrants in britain france and
germany using survey data from the effnatis project by analysing data on linguistic structural
political religious and socio cultural behaviour it offers exciting new evidence on sociological
models of immigrant incorporation

Research Handbook of International and Comparative
Perspectives on Diversity Management 2016-09-28
in the wake of the recent economic downturn an increasing number of parties to international
arbitrations have become subject to insolvency proceedings the consequences of such
intersection of international arbitration and cross border insolvency are unclear transnational
inconsistencies and difficulties continue to emerge and in many ways the debate regarding how
to deal with cross border insolvency questions in arbitration is just beginning

Handbook of Defence Politics 2011-03-28
the challenges faced by privacy laws in changing technological commercial and social
environments are considered in this broad ranging 2006 examination of privacy law the book
encompasses three overlapping areas of analysis privacy protection under the general law
legislative measures for data protection in digital communications networks and the influence
of transnational agreements and other pressures toward harmonised privacy standards leading
internationally recognised authors discuss developments across these three areas in the uk
europe the us apec asia pacific economic cooperation australia and new zealand chapters draw
on doctrinal and historical analysis of case law theoretical approaches to both freedom of
speech and privacy and the interaction of law and communications technologies in order to
examine present and future challenges to law s engagement with privacy

Identities and Education 2021-01-28
the idea of national codification is advancing on a global scale in conflict of laws a large
number of legislative projects dealing with codifying and modernizing private international law
both on the national and the supranational level have been launched in the past few years
among such recent initiatives the advances taken by the european and the japanese legislators
are particularly reflecting these developments on january 1 2007 the new japanese act on
general rules for application of laws entered into force replacing the outdated conflict of laws
statute of 1898 this major reform finds its parallels in the current efforts of the european union
to create a modern private international law regime for its member states this volume presents
the first comprehensive analysis of the new japanese private international law available in any
western language and contrasts it with corresponding european developments most of the
contributors from japan are scholars who were actively involved in and responsible for
preparing the new act all of them are renowned experts in the field of private international law



leading european experts in the conflict of laws supplement the japanese analyses with
comparative contributions reflecting the pertinent discussion of parallel endeavours in the eu
to guarantee better understanding english translations of both the present and the former
japanese statutes have been added

Intellectual Property and Private International Law 2012
numerous challenges exist in respect to integrating work and family institutions and there is
remarkable cross national variation in the ways that societies respond to these concerns with
policy this volume examines these concerns by focusing on cross national variation in
structural cultural arrangements consistent support is found in respect to the prospects of
expanding resources for working families both in the opportunity to provide care as well as to
remain integrated in the workforce however the studies in this volume offer qualifiers
explaining why some effects are not as strong as might be hoped and why effects are
sometimes restricted to particular classifications of workers or families it is apparent that when
different societies implement similar policies they do not necessarily do so with the same
intended outcomes and usage is mediated by how policies are received by employers and
workers the chapters in this book speak to the merits of international comparative analysis in
identifying the strategies challenges and benefits of providing resources to workers and their
families this book was originally published as a special issue of community work family

International Conference Asian Values and Vietnam's
Development in Comparative Perspectives 2000
in this book a group of renowned legal experts and activists investigate the right of indigenous
peoples to reparations for breaches of their individual and collective rights

International Migration and Rural Areas 2009
this book addresses common themes relating to the teaching and research nexus in the
knowledge based society through historical comparative and empirical perspectives it analyzes
traditions of academic systems and national initiatives and other factors affecting the main
characteristics of the teaching and research nexus in eleven case countries from asia europe
north america and south america the book identifies key challenges of the academy and trends
in relation to the teaching and research nexus the focus of case countries is on the attitudes
and activities of the academy as reported in the international comparative survey the academic
profession in the knowledge based society apiks in 2017 18 the data compared with previous
international comparative survey the changing academic profession cap in 2007 08 in most
chapters to make time series changes the book discusses the teaching and research nexus in
the case countries similar to and different from those of reference countries drawing on
findings from the international databanks of the two international comparative surveys and
previous research

Children of International Migrants in Europe 2009-08-20
this book is the first of two volumes that look at the changed landscape of higher education and
the academic profession this volume focuses on academic work examining the significant
changes that have taken place in the backgrounds specialisations expectations and work roles
of academic staff the academic profession is ageing and becoming increasingly insecure more
accountable more internationalised and less likely to be organised along disciplinary lines the
private sector is more prominent expectations from society are different and increasing
professional roles are evolving and there is a new devotion to knowledge this leads to questions
about the attractiveness of an academic career and the quest for greater relevance of research
this book discusses in detail the themes that are common in this changed arena such as the
context for change the relation of teaching to research research productivity applied and
commercial research and the relevance of teaching and research



International Arbitration and Cross-border Insolvency
2014
softbound new softbound print book

New Dimensions in Privacy Law 2006-11-02
this book examines narrative research from a range of different perspectives it discusses
international and comparative experiences of doing narrative research on learning paying
particular attention to the cultural contexts within which the research is conducted the ways in
which narrative research can address some of the methodological and epistemological issues
faced in conducting insightful and systematic research across cultures are also included the
book s approach is essentially an integrated one exploring narrative as methodology in both
theoretical and practical terms it also emphasises the ethical issues that need to be considered
by researchers engaged in this form of enquiry particularly where cultural and religious
contexts have a significant impact on research the first section of the book considers different
perspectives on narrative as methodology including its value in particular cultural contexts the
second section provides readers with international and comparative perspectives on the
practical application of narrative methodology in a wide range of arenas worldwide this
combination of methodological issues with practical examples provides opportunities to
examine how narrative as a methodology is applied in a range of real world situations this
original and imaginative volume bridges the professional and intellectual cultures and
traditions of comparative and international education with those of counselling to show the rich
benefits of such cross fertilisation it will be of interest to researchers in education and across
the social sciences as well as those involved in teaching research methodology and those
concerned with the complex ethical issues inherent in cross cultural research

Japanese and European Private International Law in
Comparative Perspective 2008
community oriented policing cop is the ideology and policy model espoused in the mission
statements of nearly all policing forces throughout the world however the cop philosophy is
interpreted differently by different countries and police forces resulting in practices that may
in fact run far afield of the community based themes of partnership

Work and Family Policy 2013-09-13
the knowledge context adds an important new dimension to the study of publishing and the
distribuition of knowledge in the international arena drawing from more than a decade of
research philip g altbach examines a variety of issues including international copyright
textbooks technological developments in publishing and the role of book distribution those
interested in publishing and the dissemination of knowledge will find this a helpful resource for
understanding this critical enterprise

Reparations for Indigenous Peoples 2008-01-24
this volume explores the shared expectations that education is a panacea for the difficulties
that refugees and their receiving countries face this book investigates the ways in which
education is both a dream solution as well as a contested landscape for refugee families and
students using comparative cross national perspectives across five continents the editors and
contributors critically analyze the educational structures policies and practices intended to
support refugee youth transition from conflict and post conflict zones to mainstream
classrooms and schools in their new communities



Teaching and Research in the Knowledge-Based Society
2023-06-24
tremendous changes are affecting the structure and funding of higher education in many
countries this volume attempts to identify and analyze the principles structural features and
modes of work of the different higher education policies operating in eleven countries as well
as their commonalities and differences in the light of both general international trends and
country specific factors in order to gather the relevant information for the project national
correspondents were provided with an overarching framework to guide them in their work and
to ensure maximum comparability of the resulting reports each country report is broken down
into four sections the structure and goals of higher education systems authority in the system
higher education policy and the impact of each on institutional governance and management
the final chapter draws together the general trends which have emerged a move towards less
state control a strengthening of institutional autonomy and increased governance competition
between institutions privatization of funding greater market orientation and growing
institutional accountability for quality and service

The Relevance of Academic Work in Comparative
Perspective 2014-12-02
this book focuses on anti discrimination law in order to identify commonalities and best
practices across nations almost every nation in the world embraces the principle of equality
and non discrimination in theory if not in practice as the authors expert contributions establish
the sources of the principle vary considerably from international treaties to religious law
traditions and more there are many approaches to methods of enforcement and other variables
but the principle is nearly universal what does a comparison of the laws and approaches across
different lands reveal readers may explore the enforcement and effectiveness of anti
discrimination law from 25 nations across six continents esteemed authors examine national
regional and international systems looking for common and best practices identifying
innovative approaches to long standing problems the many ways that anti discrimination law is
enforced are brought to light from criminal or civil prosecution through to community
resolution processes amongst others through comparing the approaches of different lands the
authors consider which methods of enforcement are effective these enriching national and
international perspectives highlight the need for more creative concrete and coordinated
means of enforcement to ensure the effectiveness of anti discrimination law regardless of the
legal tradition concerned but in light of these traditions readers will find each nation
remarkable and learn something new and interesting from each report

Corporations 2017
the law of whistleblowing cross disciplinary contextual and comparative perspectives provides
a contextual and cross disciplinary analysis of legal responses to whistleblowing from a
comparative perspective examining developments in criminal labour corporate and
administrative law contributions in this volume provide one of the first comprehensive analyses
of the emerging multi level legal framework to protect whistleblowers

Narrative Research on Learning 2006-05-15
the active pursuit of social and labour rights is seen as a crucial response to globalization these
essays written by leading scholars from the uk ireland france germany italy japan and the usa
question the effectiveness of the rhetoric of rights such as those to decent work and security
equal opportunity adequate food and housing and healthcare the authors examine emerging
approaches in several european countries japan and the usa and in codes of practice of
multinational companies attempts by the international labour organization to promote core
rights and decent work and techniques of enforcement at regional level by the eu and nafta



receive special attention

Community Policing 2009-06-10
adult education has deep interrelations with employment contexts this volume discusses
interrelations within transnational contexts studied during the würzburg winter school the
book shows that adult education and work contexts are influenced by international and
transnational developments

The Knowledge Context 1987-01-01
offering extensive international and comparative law materials as well as discussion of key
united states first amendment cases international experts durham and scharffs bring vision and
scope to the study of law and religion the text and its continually updated online supplement
support courses on law and religion church and state international human rights comparative
constitutional law and first amendment new to the second edition national recent u s court
cases and legislative moves dealing with religion in conflict with anti discrimination norms
including immigration same sex marriage and conscientious objection by religious
organizations government officials pharmacies businesses including wedding vendors to
providing products services and insurance benefits in violation of religious beliefs international
landmark religion cases in canada europe and asia involving such issues as women s rights law
school accreditation display of religious symbols and wearing of face coverings in public
including schools persecution of religious minorities including prosecution for blasphemy
discussion of new levels of and responses to religious extremism comparative discussions
across multiple jurisdictions of such issues as education tax government regulation of religion
and women s issues such as genital cutting worldwide including u s and divorce triple talaq in
india shari a arbitration in canada and shari a councils in the u k professors and students will
benefit from traditional law and religion course coverage of u s materials including the major
free exercise and establishment clause cases comparative law cases and materials reflecting
more than fifty countries and regions and which include corporal punishment compelled
patriotic observances state funding of religions autonomy of religious organizations to choose
personnel and provide services conscientious objection in the military and in personal
employment and educational settings parameters of speech regulation including hate speech
and speech that offends religious sensibilities anti conversion laws the rights of women in
tension with religious claims of exclusion and divorce practices and much more international
law materials including o key international and regional human rights instruments 87 cases
from the european court of human rights and key decisions of the court of justice of the
european union and the united nations human rights committee o cases covering issues such as
the right to register religious associations headscarves and face coverings religious slaughter
for kosher and halal foods exemptions from church taxes conscientious objection proselytizing
religious oaths church autonomy religious education and conflicts arising between religious
freedom and other human rights e g women s rights rights of indigenous peoples sexual
minorities and children s rights o responses from inside and outside the muslim world to the
rise of violent islamist extremism islamic christian jewish hindu buddhist and other
perspectives on freedom of religion touching on defamation of religion the new constitution of
iraq religious political parties in turkey the definition of being jewish for rights of citizenship in
israel the right of muslim and hindu women to enter sacred space in india death sentences and
extra judicial lynching for perceived violation of blasphemy laws in pakistan and reactions of
governments including the government of russia to perceived religious extremism

Comparative Perspectives on Refugee Youth Education
2019-05-22



Higher Education Policy: An International Comparative
Perspective 2014-06-28
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Law and Religion 2019-02-01
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